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Spring Forward / Spring Back 

Thanks to Daylight Savings Time we did spring forward in time as we do every 

March giving way to longer days and shorter nights and hopefully some warmer 

temperatures as the earth renews itself once again.  Entering the 1st quarter of 

2016 we saw a significant move down in the stock markets in January and then 

added to the downside in February, at its worst the S&P dipped approximately 

12% and the broad market took the worst of it with the Russell 2000 off nearly 

18% by mid-February.  Much like a coiled spring that has been pressed and held 

down at some point it will release and “spring” back to its original position and 

that is exactly what happened through March and has continued into April.  So 

while our clocks were springing forward the markets were springing back!  

Thankfully, leaving us right where we started the year as I write this letter.  For 

the quarterly results the numbers are as follows:  

     The volatility we’ve experienced this quarter has stirred up memories of the 

depression of 08-09….while 7 years removed from the historic events of that 

time period investors are weary and frustrated at the seemingly sideways and 

volatile movement of markets.  Mix in some stinging political rhetoric and 

uncertainty around the coming elections, fears of a global double-dip recession 

and the average investor is still pretty fearful right now.  Folks markets don’t top 

when investors are fearful, to the contrary depression, panic and despondency are 

most often seen at market bottoms!  This is when opportunity is the greatest for 

risk investors.  When investors are euphoric, thrilled and optimistic that is the 

feeling that exists at market tops and markets contain the most risk for investors.  

Raise your hand if you are euphoric, thrilled or optimistic about stocks right now! 

     We still feel that this is the time for investors to embrace risk, especially given 

the low rate environment that exists in the fixed income markets.  When you 

12/31/15 03/31/16 Change Gain/Loss 

DJIA 17,425.03 17,685.09 +260.06 +1.47%

NASDAQ 5,007.41 4,869.85 -137.56 -2.74%

S&P 500 2,043.94 2,059.74 +15.80 +0.77%

MSCI EAFE 1,716.28 1,660.68 -55.60 -3.24%
Performance reflects price returns as of 4:15 p.m. EST, March. 30, 2016. 



consider that the 10-year treasury which is believed to one of the most 

conservative investments on the planet is yielding below 2%.  The risk/reward 

pendulum is slanted towards risk…if I am going to wait 10 years to get a 

guaranteed 2% shouldn’t I consider just buying stocks, though dividends aren’t 

guaranteed if I also hold them for 10 years?  Many large company growth stocks 

currently have yields equal to or greater than the 10-year bond and quite a few 

well known stocks are currently yielding double what the 10-year note pays 

today.  Apples and Oranges, yes but I would argue that investors should consider 

the difference in risk vs. reward of both asset classes. 

     Historically a well-diversified portfolio that includes all major asset classes 

offers returns in excess of the rate of inflation and most fixed instruments 

particularly when held over a long period of time and we see no reason to believe 

any different today.  In fact, based on recent commentary and market analysis our 

Chief Investment Strategist Jeff Saut, and Chief Economist Scott Brown are both 

cautiously optimistic citing continued slow growth that is sustainable, an ever 

improving job market and increased wages as tailwinds to an extended bull 

market in stocks.  For the most part many of their peers like many investors are 

not optimistic at all….which makes me feel bullish!  As always we shall see…

Community Service 
Many of you know we try to stay active in the community looking for ways 

that we can impact our area through either donations or volunteer efforts.  While 

this is an ongoing endeavor we don’t always mention the things we get involved 

in.  However this month I would like to make an exception.  You cannot enter 

any school in Wilson County and the surrounding counties that we serve without 

seeing Wilson Bank & Trust prominently displayed.  The next time you attend a 

high school, middle school or elementary school sporting event take a look at the 

scoreboard and you’ll find the WB&T logo, those were donated.  Most of the 

sound systems you’ll hear the announcer commentating on were furnished by 

WB&T.  You’ll also find our award winning School Bank Programs that are in 

the schools on a weekly basis encouraging students to save and promoting sound 

money management for children.  This month I’d like to brag on our very own 

Ann Wajler as well.  For the last two years Ann has served on a panel of local 

business leaders that perform exit interviews for outgoing seniors at Mt Juliet 

High School.  These interviews are meant to prepare the student for real world 

job interviews, career decisions and college preparation.  She is also active in the 

Kiwanis Club of Mt Juliet serving as secretary.  Thanks Ann!

As always we appreciate your business and trust!  

Jim
Jim Whatley, CLU

Financial Advisor, RJFS 
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